it has long been known (1) that the amplitude for radiation of a soft photon is determined by the amplitude of the corresponding nonradiative process.
Indeed the first two terms in an expansion in powers of the photon momentum are so determined. In the same approximation according to BURNETT and KNOLL (2)~ the r~diative intensity is determined by the nonradiative intensity in the ease of unpolarized initial particles and unobserved final spins. They derived this result for the ease of particles of spin 0 and ½, and conjectured its general validity. That conjecture is verified in this note. We work in the space of physical spin states lP, s}, identified for example (3) by putting them in correspondence with rest states [0, s> via rotation-free Lorentz transformations. For the rest states~ s is just the component of angular (1) F. E. Low: Phys. t~ev., 110, 974 (1958) . For a more compact treatment, see: S. L. ADLER and Y. DOT~AN: Phys. t~ev., 151, 1267 (1966) .
(~) T. H. BUR~E~T and N. M. KNOLL: Phys. ~ev. JLett., 20, 86 (1968) .
(3) If one wishes to include some hard photons among the <~particles ~> of the <( nonradiative ~) process, one can use, say, a helicity labelling. In the lowest order of lor the given process/~v should still be nonsingular and the demonstration goes through. will be employed. Actually spin indices will usually be suppressed in what follows; the various transition amplitudes are then matrices in a spin space of appropriate dimension, (2S q-1) ~ for each particle of spin S. Let s,M, be the radiative amplitude, where % is the photon polarization. We write (1) M. = P~. + R. ,
where P# gives correctly the one-particle poles. It is assumed that these are the only relevant singularities so that the remainder R, is not singul~r for small photon momentum k,. Let the initial particle momenta be q~, q2, .., and the final momenta pl,p2, ..., then we take 
P.

+ o l o ~
The terms given explicitly correspond to radiation from a final line; the dots indicate similar terms from initial lines. [['he quantity (p.~lJ~,lpn+ k> is the matrix element of the electromagnetic current between the indicated states of particle n, and (IMI} is the matrix element for the nonradiative process. The energy denominator is Calculating the right-hand side from (2), using the consequence of current continuity (5) k~pn [Jlpn ~-k> = (E'.--En) (pnlJolp,~ -[-k> gives (6) k~, R~, ~ + k ... 1.3liq~q~ ...> ÷ .... 
